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内容概要

I am still the proud owner of a first edition of Physical Chemistry, which I bought in 1979 just after it was first
published, in the third year of my chemistry course...I believe this book achieves a good balance between coverage
and detail while still retaining a reasonable size...invaluable guide to physical chemistry both for teachers and
students. If you are only going to own one physical chemistry textbook then this has to be one./Jeremy G.
Frey/Education in Chemistry May 1999.  --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title. 
      
  ....an excellent undergraduate textbook. |s New Scientist (Inside Science), No. 79, February 1995 |d 22/04/1996 |p
From the fifth edition:  --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title. 
      
  ""Atkins" is the gold standard of technical education in Physical Chemistry.
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